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Abstract 
This paper considers the single-item discrete lotsizing and scheduling problem (DLSP). DLSP is the 
problem of determining a minimal cost production schedule, that satisfies demand without backlog- 
ging and does not violate capacity constraints. We formulate DLSP as an integer programming 
problem and present two solution procedures. 
The first procedure is based on a reformulation of DLSP as a linear programming assignment 
problem, with additional restrictions to reflect the specific (setup) cost structure. For this linear 
programming (LP) formulation it is shown that, under certain conditions on the objective, the 
solution is all integer. The second procedure is based on dynamic programming (DP). Under certain 
conditions on the objective function, the DP algorithm can be made to run very fast by using special 
properties of optimal solutions. 
Keywords. Dynamic programming, integer programming, lotsizing. 
1. Introduction 
The discrete lotsizing and scheduling problem (DLSP) is the problem of stating the 
sequence and size of production lots for a number of items at a single machine. The 
time horizon is segmented into a finite number of equal-length time periods and 
demand is assumed to be dynamic. There are constraints stating that at most one (type 
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of) item can be produced, in a fixed quantity, per period. Furthermore, backlogging is 
not allowed. The problem is to find a feasible production schedule (with respect to 
capacity constraints) minimizing the sum of setup costs and inventory holding costs. 
In this paper we consider the single-item problem, which is formulated as: 
D% 
T 
Z*+- min 1 (S,max{O,Y, DLSP = 
t=1 
subject to 
- Y,- 1) + Uth (1) 
1,-l + ry, - d, = I, for t = l,..., T, (2) 
I, 2 0 for t = l,..., T, (3) 
Y,E{O> 11 for t = l,..., T. (4) 
In this nonlinear mixed integer model formulation, T is the number of time periods. If 
period t is a production period, the decision variable Y, equals one, otherwise y, equals 
zero. The initial state of the machine is given by yO. The decision variable I, represents 
the inventory position at the end of period t (t 2 1). The starting inventory is given by 
I,. Furthermore, the parameters S,, h,, d, represent setup cost, holding cost (per unit 
per period) and demand in period t, respectively. The constant Y is the production rate 
per period. 
The objective is represented by (1). It must be noted that setup costs are incurred 
only in the first period of an uninterrupted sequence of production periods. The set of 
equations (2) are the so-called inventory balance equations stating that demand can 
be fulfilled from production or from inventory. Restrictions (3) are nonnegativity 
conditions on inventory and restrictions (4) state that production variables are binary. 
For practical situations, in which S, 2 0, the nonlinear term max{O, y, - y,_ 1 > in 
(1) can easily be linearized by introducing binary variables u,, which equal one if 
a setup is made in period t, and zero otherwise. Furthermore, the inventory variables 
can be eliminated from the model formulation, by noting that I, = I:= i (ry, - d,). 
Dwcan be further simplified (without loss of generality) by scaling demand and 
production such that: 
(a) demand is binary (d, E (0, l}), 
(b) production rate equals one (r = l), 
and by assuming that, 
(c) starting inventory is zero (I0 = 0), 
(d) ending inventory is zero (I, = 0), 
(e) no setups occur after the last demand period, 
(f) initial machine state is idle (y, = 0). 
Let D, = I:= 1 d, denote cumulative demand up to period t. We will write DT = D. We 
define the nth deadline t, as the nth period in which demand equals one. More 
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formally, 
to = 0, 
t,=min{tllItITandD,=n} forn=l,...,D, 
t D+l= T+ 1 
Note that by (e) above we can (and will) assume that tD = T throughout the paper. 
Finally, introduce the constants h,, f for s = 1, . . ., t and t = 1, . . ., T as h,, t = I:=, h,. 
Straightforward application of the above-mentioned assumptions and simplifica- 
tions yields the following integer linear programming formulation: 
DLSP: 
z *-+ DLSP C h,D, = .GsLp = min .%LSP(JS ~1 
1=1 (Y. c.1 
with objective 
(1’) 
and (y, v) subject to 
Til Y, 2 n 
,I Y, = D> 
for n = 1, . . . . D - 1, (2’) 
(2”) 
0, 2 Y, - Yr- 1 for t = 1, . . . . T, (5) 
Y,, QE(O, 1> for t = 1, . . . . T. (6) 
We assume that S, 2 0. 
DLSP first emerged as a model, in a slightly more general form, in research by 
Lasdon and Terjung [3], on a production-scheduling system for a tire company. 
Several model extensions have been discussed by Schrage, [6]. DLSP appears, in 
a hierarchical production planning setting, as a submodel in a study done by Van 
Wassenhove and Vanderhenst [7] in the chemical industry. A solution procedure for 
the multi-item problem based on branch and bound and Lagrangean relaxation has 
been discussed by Fleischmann [2]. Recently, Salomon et al. [S] discussed problem 
formulations for several extensions of DLSP, including multiple machines and non- 
zero setup times. Magnanti and Vachani [4] suggest solution procedures based on 
polyhedral methods for a related problem. A column-generation procedure for solving 
(multi-item) DLSP with setup times is discussed in [l]. In this paper we focus on the 
single-item case. In the second section we suggest an alternative formulation for 
DLSP, based on the assignment problem, with additional restrictions to model the 
setup cost structure. It is demonstrated that, under certain conditions on objective 
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function parameters, this LP formulation leads to an optimal all-integer solution. 
Section 3 describes a dynamic programming algorithm with a low-order running time, 
which solves the single-item problem (again, under certain conditions on setup and 
holding cost parameters). Some conclusions and suggestions for further research are 
given in the final section. 
2. A strong LP formulation for the single-item DLSP 
In this section we show that a solution for DLSP (under some additional assump- 
tions on the input parameters), can be found by solving a linear programming model 
introduced below. This linear program will be called reformulated DLSP (RDLSP). It 
is basically an assignment problem, with additional restrictions to account for setup 
costs. 
RDLSP: 
GLLSP = min &LSP(Z, u) 
(2% u) 
with objective 
and (z, u) subject to 




c z,,, I 1, s = 1, . . . . T, (9) 
fI:t,ts 
u,,.>z,,.-z~_~,~_~, n=2 ,..., D;s= l,..., tn,tnml >s- 12 1, (10) 
4,. 2 zs,n> n = 1, . . . , D; s = 1, . . . , ,,, n t t _,<s-1, (11) 
Olu,,.l 1, n = l,..., D; s = l,..., t,, (12) 
Z s,n 2 0, n= l,..., D;s= l,..., t,. (13) 
In RDLSP the variable z,,, denotes the production quantity produced in period s to 
fulfil demand in the nth period with nonzero demand, that is, in period t,. The variable 
u,, n counts the amount of setup needed in period s because z,, n - z, _ r, n_ r > 0. The 
objective function is represented by (7) where R,,. is the setup cost related to a setup 
for production in s for the nth demand period and gs,n is the holding cost per item 
produced in period s for consumption in the nth demand period. The restrictions (8) 
and (9) assure that demand is fulfilled without backlogging and that capacity limita- 
tions are not violated, respectively. Restrictions (10) and (11) relate setup and produc- 
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tion variables and restrictions (12) and (13) guarantee that setup and production 
variables are bounded by zero and one. 
We will relate RDLSP to DLSP. When doing so we will put 
R s, n = S, 2 0 and gs, ,, = h,, r, 
and we will say that RDLSP parameters are derived from DLSP. 
In what follows, we use the concept of production batches. We define a production 
batch as an uninterrupted sequence of production periods, that can be constructed 
from any solution (z, u) of RDLSP by the following algorithm. 
Batch Splitting Algorithm. 
Step 1. Take an arbitrary (s, n) for which min { u,, n, z,, n 1 > 0. Let 1 be equal to the 
smallest k ( 2 0) for which z,+~,~+~ is equal to zero. If such k does not exist, put I equal 
to D + 1 - n. Let m be equal to n + 1. 
Step 2. Compute the batch amplitudes, A,,,,, through A,,.,,, = min{u,,., 
minO~k<lzs+k,n+k ). 
Step 3. Reduce the quantities us,” and Z,+,_+k (k = 0, . . . . 1 - 1) by an amount 
A S,lI,VI’ 
The batch that we obtain in this manner starts in period s and fulfils (part of) the 
demand in the periods t, until t,_ 1. By executing Steps 1, 2 and 3 iteratively until all 
z,,, are equal to zero, we ultimately obtain, through the set of batch amplitudes 
A = {As,,,,}, a complete split-up into batches of the solution of RDLSP. Note that, 
during the splitting process, inequalities (10) and (11) remain satisfied. Also note, that 
after termination of the process some nonzero setup may remain. 
Let .A’” be the network with nodes n = 1, . . . . D + 1 corresponding to the deadlines 
and arcs (s, n, m), running from n to m, each corresponding to a possible starting time 
s = 1,2, . ..) t, of a batch. 
Lemma 1. Let (z, u) be a solution to RDLSP and apply the Batch Splitting Algorithm to 
obtain the batch amplitudes A. Then the variables A,,.,,, considered as a flow on the 
corresponding arcs (s, n, m), satisfy the flow conditions on JV for a unit jlow from 
node 1 to node D+ 1. 
Proof. To prove that any solution of RDLSP defines through the batch amplitudes 
a flow of magnitude one from node 1 to node D + 1, the following two assertions must 
be shown to hold: 
(a) outflow at node 1 = 1, 
(b) outflow at node k + 1 = inflow at node k + 1 (k 2 1). 
Assertion (a) holds since 
outflow at node 1 = c A,, l,m = total production for tl = I 
s. m 
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and assertion (b) holds since 
1 = production for 
and 
1 = production for 
= c A,,,,, 
s,n,m 
nsktlim 
From this, it follows that 
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period tk 
period tk + 1 
= c 4mn + 1 As,k+l,m. 
s,n,m s. m 
nck+l<m 
the outflow at node k + 1 = 1 As,k+l,m = 1 As,n,k+l 
s,m s, n 
= inflow at node k + 1, 
proving assertion (b). q 
Associate with an arc (s, n, m) a cost of c,,,(s) = R,,. + CT:,“-’ gs+k,n+k per unit 
flow. One then readily verifies that an RDLSP solution (z, U) that satisfies 
u, = 
ofi”the 
max{O, z,,, - z,- I,~- I } has a cost that equals the cost incurred by the unit flow 
network given by applying the Batch Splitting Algorithm to (z, u). 
By the above an RDLSP solution can be viewed as a unit flow on Jlr. We wish to 
use the minimum-cost flow problem on JV” to construct an optimal RDLSP solution. 
A problem arises in that, upon an attempt to reconstruct an optimal RDLSP solution 
from a flow, the (tentative) RDLSP solution may violate the capacity constraints (9). 
The cause of this is that a flow may create overlapping batches in the RDLSP 
solution. This event is formally defined through the following definition. 
Definition. Let A be a path on JV from node 1 to node D + 1. Then the path, or 
extremal flow, A, is said to create overlapping batches from a pair of nonzero flow 
variables A,,i,j and A,,,,, if, with i I m and (s, i, j) # (t, m, n), it holds that 
s+j-i-12t. (*) 
We will say that A,,i,j and A,,,,, overlap. More in particular, when (*) occurs, we will 
say that A,,,,, starts early with respect to A,,i,j. 
We wish to avoid the creation of overlapping batches, at least for (an) optimal 
path(s), so that from such a flow an equal-cost RDLSP solution can be constructed. 
To this end we formulate conditions on the objective function parameters which 
guarantee that whenever a path creates two overlapping batches, a batch can be 
delayed such that this overlap is eliminated, and such that costs decrease (Condition 
A below) or do not increase (Condition B below). 
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We state the following two conditions on objective function parameters: 
V(n, m) (s < s’ < t, and n < m I D) 
m-n-1 
* & ( 
gs’+k,n+k - gs+k.n+k) < Rs,. 
or 
m-n-l 
=-, ,c, ( 
gs’+k,n+k - gs+k,n+k) 5 Rs,.. 




1 gs’+k,n+k < Rs,, + ,;O gs+k,n+k 
k=O 
in which the left-hand side represents the holding cost of a batch starting with 
production in period s’ for demand periods n through m and in which the right-hand 
side represents the sum of the holding cost of a batch starting to produce in period 
s < s’ for demand periods IZ through m and the setup cost for this batch. Informally, 
Condition A thus states that a solution will be less expensive upon postponement of 
a production batch from s to s’ provided a way can be found to avoid the setup for 
the postponed batch. A similar remark can of course be made with respect to 
Condition B. 
Proposition 2. Under Condition A every extremal optimal frow on the network creates 
nonoverlapping batches and under Condition B there exists an extremal optimal flow 
that creates nonoverlapping batches. 
Proof. Assume Condition A and let d be an optimal flow. Assume, ad absurdum, that 
s +j - i - 1 2 t for two different nonzero batch amplitudes d,+;,j and A,,,,, with 
i I m. 
First, note, for any pair of such overlapping batches, that if i = m, then, since 
ds,i,j = l = dt,m,n, node i( =m) would have an outflow of magnitude 2. This is 
impossible and therefore i < m. Second, suppose that t = t,. Then, as s I ti, we would 
obtain 
ti+j-i-12t,2tj 
which is impossible. So t < t,. 
Let fi be the smallest number in { 1, . . . . D} of a period for which a batch is in 
production while another production batch exists with respect to which the batch 
starts early, that is, define 
ti = min{m’E{l, . . . . D} 13(S’, i’,j’),(t’, n’) S.t. d,‘,i’,j’ = 1 = d,,,,,,, 
with (s’, i’, j’) # (t’, m’, n’), i’ I m’ 
and s’ + j’ - i’ - 1 2 t’}. 
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So, informally, rii is the first demand period number for which untimely production 
starts, in the sense, that production for ti overlaps with or precedes production for 
previous demand periods. We will now proceed to demonstrate that no overlapping 
can occur by showing that there exists a postponement of the production of this batch 
that will decrease the objective. 
Let ds, i,j and Ai,m,n give rise to overlapping batches, and consider the nonzero 
batch amplitude A,-,,,, that enters node ti. Intuitively, Ai,,,,- starts early with respect 
to As,,,,, which is formally argued as follows. We have i < ti and t < t,. Also either, 
(1) T = fi and so (s, r,~) = (.?, Ki, ti) and thus A,-,,,, overlaps with A,,,,, or 
(2) i< rii < ti and SO, by the definition of 15, As,i,j does not overlap with As,e+. 
In the first case a+ti-6-1>2. In the second case, S>?+j-i-1 and it 
follows, using S + J- I- 1 2 t, that J + FI - 1 2 t again. This demonstrates the 
earliness of Ai,,,,. Now S + ti - 51 - 1 2 I implies that the batches with amplitudes 
A,-,+ and Ai,m,i can be transformed into a single batch starting in F by delaying the 
batch with amplitude At,,, over S + ti - 6 - I ( 2 1) periods. This results in a cost 
difference given as 
fi-6-l Ii-n-1 
old - new = Ri,, + 1 gi+k,fi+k - 
k=O 
k& gitii-fi+k,ti+k > 0 
where the inequality is due to Condition A. Thus a contradiction arises with the fact 
that A is optimal. Therefore, under Condition A overlap of batches does not occur for 
optimal flows. 
The proof of the second assertion, stating that under Condition B, there exists an 
extremal optimal flow that creates nonoverlapping batches, uses batch-shift argu- 
ments similar to those just presented for the proof of the first assertion of the 
proposition. The point where the argument deviates lies in the observation that under 
Condition B overlapping batches may exist but when this occurs, overlap can be 
eliminated through batch shifting without increasing costs because of Condition B. 
The result is an optimal flow with nonoverlapping batches. 0 
Theorem 3. Under Condition A every extremal optimal solution to RDLSP is all 
integer. Furthermore, under Condition B there exists an all-integer optimal solution to 
RDLSP. 
Proof. Assume Condition A holds. Take (z, U) extremal and optimal for RDLSP. Let 
modified RDLSP be problem RDLSP in which all negative setup parameters have 
been put to zero. Then (z, u) is optimal (and of course extremal) for modified RDLSP 
also. Also note that Condition A (or Condition B) is valid for modified RDLSP if it is 
for RDLSP. So, without loss of generality, it can be assumed that setup parameters are 
nonnegative. 
Apply the Batch Splitting Algorithm to the solution (z, u) to obtain the unit flow A. 
The cost of the flow A equals the cost of the solution (z, u). Therefore, the flow A has to 
be optimal among all flows since, as Proposition 2 implies, from an(y) optimal flow 
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one can construct a feasible, equal-cost, RDLSP solution. Suppose, ad absurdum, that 
d is not extremal and therefore, is a convex, nontrivial, combination of two other, 
necessarily also optimal, flows. As a consequence of Proposition 2 these flows can be 
used to construct the production quantities for two different solutions to RDLSP with 
minimum cost that combine exactly as the flows in a convex way to form the solution 
(z, u). But this is impossible as (z, u) is extremal. So we conclude that d is extremal. 
Hence d is binary. Therefore, also the production quantities in (z, u) are binary. Since 
(z, U) is extremal we have 
u,, n = 1 and/or u,,, = max{O, z,,, - ~~_i,~_r}. 
It thus follows that the setup variables in (z, U) are binary too. This completes the 
proof that all extremal optimal solutions to RDLSP are all integer under Condition A. 
Now assume that Condition B holds. Let d’ be an optimal path. Then production 
quantities, z’, found from A’, are binary. Put u;,, = max{O, z:,, - z:- l,n_l } if R,,. 2 0 
and u:,, = 1 otherwise. Then (z’, u’) is a binary optimal RDLSP solution. El 
Remark. Instances of RDLSP, not satisfying Condition A, can be constructed such 
that there exists an extremal optimal solution that is noninteger. A three-period 
(T = 3) example is given by 
t=l t=2 t=3 
d. 0 1 1 
R.,, 1 1 5 
9.,11 1 4 0 
with optimal solution 
z1,1=~1,2=~2,1=~3,2=1/2, 
Ul, 1 = Ul, 2 = uz, 1 = l/Z 
other variables are zero 
and optimal objective value 44. Note that regarding the inequality of Condition A for 
s = 1, s’ = 2, n = 1, and m = 2, we obtain for the value of the left-hand side, 
,k g2+k,l+k - gl+k,l+k) = g2.l - gl,l = 3 
and for the right-hand side 
R -1 1.1 - 
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demonstrating explicitly that Condition A is violated indeed. Also note that the 
solution of the example cannot be a solution in which no batch overlaps occur since 
z1,2 = 0 for any solution in which no overlaps occur. 
In the next section we will formulate a dynamic program that solves DLSP. Validity 
of this dynamic program requires that the zero-switch (or zero-inventory) property 
holds (see Corollory 5 below). In order to state a sufficient condition for this property 
to hold, the following assumption on objective function parameters is formulated. 
Assumption 4. 
(a) Setup costs are nonnegative and nonincreasing in the sense that for each n, 
s++R,,. is nonincreasing. 
(b) Holding costs are nonincreasing in the sense that for each n, s H gs, n is non- 
increasing. 
Note that Assumption 4(b) holds for holding cost gs,,, defined through gs,n = k,,T 
with k,,T = CT=, k, and k, nonnegative. Also note that Assumption 4 implies that 
Condition B holds. 
Consider the map J# from the set of RDLSP solutions to the set of DLSP solutions 
given by y, = I,, z,, ,, and v, = min { 1, c,, u,, ,,}. Under A, each DLSP solution can be 
found in an equal-cost manner (when RDLSP parameters are derived from DLSP 
parameters) from an RDLSP solution. 
Corollary 5 (Zero-switch or zero-inventory property). Let RDLSP parameters be 
derived from DLSP. Under Assumption 4 on the RDLSP parameters, there exists an 
optimal solution (y, v) to DLSP, suck that: 
&(I,- 1 + (1 - d,)) = 0. 
Proof. The proof uses the network ,Ir. By Assumption 4, an optimal path d, can be 
chosen such that, 
d,,i,j = 1 j S = t- I' 
Constructing the optimal, feasible, RDLSP solution (z, a), with u,,, = 
max{O, z,,, - z,_ I,n_ 1 }, from this path, followed by application of ~2 yields an 
optimal DLSP solution for which zero-switch property holds. 0 
3. A dynamic programming algorithm 
In this section we formulate a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm for the single- 
item DLSP. The algorithm is inspired by the 0( T log T) algorithm for the economic 
lotsizing problem by Wagelmans, Van Hoesel and Kolen [S]. We apply dynamic 
programming to find the shortest or min-cost path in the network JY. Next, under 
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Condition B, the path can, if necessary, be transformed in a path feasible in the sense 
of RDLSP in that no overlapping batches are introduced. Next the map JX is used to 
construct an optimal RDLSP and an optimal DLSP solution. Both the transforma- 
tion into an RDLSP feasible path and the application of & take time linear in T, see 
lemma below. The main result of this section lies in establishing a fast algorithm for 
solving the DP for the shortest path problem on JV. 
Lemma 6. Under Condition B, any optimal path on N can be transformed in O(T) time 
to an RDLSP feasible path. 
Proof. Let d be an optimal path. Let d,,,, be, as in the proof of Lemma 1, the first 
untimely batch. Delaying di,m,ri, also as in the proof of Proposition 2, eliminates the 
untimeliness of d _, %, <. Iteratively delaying batches thus creates an RDLSP-feasible 
optimal path on JV. Since there are O(T) batches this procedure runs in O(T) 
time. 0 
Definition. Let C(n) (n = 1, . . . , D + 1) be the minimal total cost of a unit flowing from 
node n in J+” to node D + 1 in .,V. 
A shortest path DP can be formulated through backward recursion, starting with 
C(D + 1) = 0, as, 
C(n) = min {C,,, + C(m)} for n = D ,..., 1 
rnG2prn 
where c,,, is the cost parameter of the least-cost arc running from node n to node m, 
and Fn = {n + 1, . . . . D + l}. 
Note that when parameters are derived from DLSP, arc (s, n, m) has a cost 
c,,,(s) = s, + 1;:; 1 hs+k,T leading immediately to Lemma 7 below. 
Define H(n, m) = ~~=~,“-“~’ h,,T for n < m. 
Lemma I. When RDLSP parameters derived from DLSP and under Assumption 4, we 
have C,,, = Srm + H(n, m) for n < m. 
Proof. Evident. 0 
Thus we are led to consider the dynamic program, 
DP-DLSP. 
C(n)= min {S,n+H(n,m)+C(m)) forn=D,...,l 
Ins.%, 
(14) 
with initial condition C(D + 1) = 0. 
In the following we will establish how this DP can be streamlined to become very 
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efficient for solving DLSP under Assumption 4. The streamlining is implemented 
through replacement at each stage n in the DP of 9,, by an ordered set 
9, c {rr + 1, . . . . D + l}, such that the minimum in (14) occurs for the last element in 
9,. The key to the efficiency of the streamlined DP, as we will show, is that 
9’,_ 1 c {a} u Y, and that the ordered set Y,_ 1 can be constructed fast from the 
ordered set 9, (and some extra information). 
Definition. For m, m’ 2 n, we say that m dominates m’ with respect to n, if 
Stn + H(n, m) + C(m) I Stn + H(n, m’) + C(m’) 
or equivalently, 
C(m) - C(m’) I H(n, m’) - H(n, m). 
In what follows, we denote dominance of m over m’ with respect to n by m $ m’, or 
by m’ & m. 
Lemma 8. Assume Assumption 4 holdsfor RDLSP parameters derivedfrom DLSP. For 
ml < m2 it holds that H(n, m2) - H(n, ml) is nonincreasing in n,for n = 1, . . . . m, - 1. 
Proof. After simple calculations we obtain that 
??I-WI-1 
ff(n, mJ - H(n, ml) = kTo hf,+ml~n+k,T. 
Since h,, T is nonincreasing in t, it is sufficient to show that t, - n I t, + 1 - (n + 1). But 
this is obvious, because demand is binary so that n + 1 - n = 1 5 t,+i - t,. 0 
Corollary 9. Assume Assumption 4 holds for RDLSP parameters derived from DLSP. 
For ml, rnzeFn with ml < m2 it holds that if ml G m2, then ml 5 m2 whenever 
msatisfies{l,...,D+ 1}3m<n. 
Corollary 10. Assume Assumption 4 holds for RDLSP parameters derived from DLSP. 
For each pair of periods ml, m2, with m, < m2, there exists a “reversal” period 
r(m,, mZ)E {0, . . . . D + l} with r(ml, m2) I m, such that the following condition holds 
(ml 2 n and m, 5 m2) o r(mI, m2) 2 n 
for nE{l,...,D + l}. 
Having introduced dominance we now turn to introducing the sets Y,,. 
Definition. For 1 2 n 5 D + 1 the set gn = {ry}j3i’ is defined as ordered subset of 
{n + 1, . . . . D + 1) as, 
gn = (~1 $ke{n + 1, . . . . r - l} such that k:r). 
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We now define Sp,, = (tl}\2i’ as (ordered) subset of g,, as, 
Note that the set 9, has the following structure: 
(1) n + 1 = t; < ... < tiy,,, 
(2) H + 1 = t+..&ti9”,, 
(3) r(tl, tl+l) < r(tf+l, tl+z) for i = 1, . . . . IsP,I - 2. 
During the streamlined DP we will construct the sequence of subsets YD+ i, YD, 
YD_ 1, . . . . ,4p1 by recursion. First we have to establish that the recursion given as, 
C(D + 1) = 0, 
C(n) = S,” + H(n, tf9”,) + C(t;,,) for n = D, . . . . 1 
is valid under Assumption 4. For validity to hold it is sufficient to prove the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 11. For each n it holds 
foral/l=n+l,...,D+ 1. 
Proof. Let m* be the smallest period number m (strictly) larger than n for which 
H(n, m) + C(m) 
is minimal. Then obviously m* EY,,. So zi’p”, $m*. But since m* is a “minimizing 
period number” it dominates all other period numbers in {n + 1,. . . , D + 1) and thus 
a fortiori rip”,. Therefore 
H(n, m*) + c(m*) = H(n, z$,) + C(q&“,). 
Noting that ~79~~ = tiyml completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
We now show how 9,, can be obtained from 9, + 1. In particular, suppose we have 
the following data (for stage II + 1) 
Data known for stage n+ 1. 
l The ordered set Yn+ 1, 
0 r(tl+’ , tr+‘f) for i = l,..., lYn+rl - 1, 
0 C(I) for I = n + 2, . . . . D + 1. 
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Then, the data for stage n can be computed using the following algorithm: 
Algorithm for stage n. 
Step 1. C(n + 1) = St”+, + H(n + 1, t$“‘l I) + C($“‘,, 1); 
Step 2. Y;:= ,4p,+1; 
Step 3. if r( t;$“:, , _ 1, ti$n:, ,) = II then delete t;$“:, , from 9;; 
Step4. S:,:={n+ l}uY;; 
Step 5. determine i* as the largest i for which n + l-%1,;“; 
YL’= Yb\Ui=l,,,,,i*{tl+l); 
Step 6. renumber Y,!, and put Y,,’ E {t; ,. . ., tiynl}; 
Step 7. compute i* as the largest i for which r(t;, t;) 2 r(tL, t;+l); 
compute r(t;, ti.+ 1); 
9il’= Yil\ui=,,.,,,i*{ti}; 
(note that reversal periods are computed efficiently using e.g. binary search); 
Step 8. renumber Ypk. 
The following lemma is easily verified and a formal proof is left to the reader. 
Lemma 12. Y, = Yh. 
Note that, indeed by this lemma, the computation preceding it shows how to 
compute the data for stage n from the data for stage n + 1. 
Before we assert the complexity of our streamlined DP algorithm, we first explain 
how, after O(T) preprocessing time, one can compute H(n, m) for arbitrary n and m in 
constant time. To do so, the following steps are needed: 
Preprocessing steps. First, compute II,, T for all t = 1, . . . , T. Since h,, T = h, + II,+ r, T, 
this can be done in O(T). Secondly, compute ~T=,/zr,r for t = 1, . . . . T. This can also 
be done by backward recursion in O(T). 
Since ff(n, m) = CT=,, h,,T - CrT_t,+m-n h,,T, it is clear that computation can be 
performed in constant time. 
Theorem 13. Under Assumption 4 the streamlined DP-DLSP algorithmjnds an optimal 
solution to DLSP in 0( T + D log D) steps. 
Proof. We make the following observations: 
(a) Preprocessing requires O(T). 
(b) Step 1, Step 2, Step 3, Step 4, Step 6 and Step 8 require constant time and must 
be executed D times. 
(c) At stage n, Step 5 has a running time of O(J, + l), where f. is the number of 
deletions performed during the computations at stage n. Since Cnfn I D, this step 
requires in total a running time of O(D). 
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(d) Step 7 for stage n has a running time of O(fh log D), where fb is the number of 
deletions. Since xnfh I D, the overall running time of this step is O(DlogD). 
From the four observations made above, it follows that the running time of the 
DP-based algorithm is 0( T + D log D). 0 
Remark. If setup costs parameters S, satisfy S, = S for some constant S then the DP 
algorithm can be adapted, such that its running time becomes 0( T + 1 go 1 log 1 i&, I), 
where go = {t 1 d, = 1 and d,_ 1 = O}. 
4. Summary and conclusions 
In this paper the single-item discrete lotsizing and scheduling (DLSP) problem has 
been considered. An LP formulation, which yields all-integer solutions, under As- 
sumption A on the objective function parameters, is given. Furthermore, under 
Assumption 4, we presented a dynamic programming algorithm which uses properties 
of an optimal DLSP solution and requires 0( T + D log D) computation time. Direc- 
tions for further research are in extensions of the results presented to multi-item cases 
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